
Kay’s passion—writing—is a very internal process that ultimately they get to share with others, whereas Teagan
competing in pageants is very external but with a lot of internal processing. How do their specific passions reflect
their personalities? How does Kay handle the external factors of publishing their writing, and how does Teagan
handle the internal feelings centered around competing in pageants?

Did you have any preconceived notions, either about the fanfic community or the teen pageant community, before
reading this novel? Did any of those notions change as you read the book?

If Miss North Carolina was never a part of the book, do you think Kay and Teagan would have handled their
romance and their journeys through this weekend differently?

Put yourself in Teagan’s shoes. Would you risk your chance at winning, and the scholarship money that comes with
it, to sneak out and keep seeing Kay?

Discuss the idea of friendship and how these close friendships can be formed online. Do you feel Kay’s friend-
group dynamic would be different if they all went to school together? Do you have any relationships in your life
that were formed online, rather than in person?

Teagan is committed to winning pageants, but her art therapy career is most important to her. Are there any life
events that helped guide or inspire you toward what you spend your time on today?

Both Kay and Teagan are on impactful personal journeys over the course of the
novel. How do they support each other? Do you think the book would have
reached the same ending for each character if they had never met and just had
the support of their friends?

Look five years in the future. Where are Kay and Teagan? 

Ultimately, both the pageant and fanfic communities aim to support others in
their choices, without judgement. How do you think you can foster and show
support for the choices of others in your own life?

Describe what your personal tea blend would be. 
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